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History Speakeasy Magazine was originally formed out of the Online Journalism Student 
Society. In October 2004, members of OJSS attended the Online News Association’s annual national 
conference, where news professionals competed to come up with an idea for a news Web site for a 
college town. Inspired by some of the unsuccessful proposals given during sessions of students and 
professionals, co-founders Katie Schmitt and Cara McCoy decided they could do a much better job, 
and they returned to Athens determined to create Speakeasy. The site was launched in May 2005.

Style The style of Speakeasy is, as stated in the 2005 procedural manual, “meant to induce 
emotions like those felt in the underground, Prohibition-era lounge its name implies, yet the site 
will retain a friendly ambience.” 

The site is meant to have a feeling of being an underground place for the forward-thinking and 
culturally aware, with stories ranging from the mundane to highly controversial. 

Mission Speakeasy’s mission was and is to promote core journalistic values, 
increase the understanding of online journalism, provide a way to gain 
professional journalism experience and bring together students of all majors 
and interests to work toward a common goal.

Future Speakeasy has posted well over 1,000 
articles and grown to a staff of more than 100. We 
currently hold partnerships with OU Ad Club, PRSSA, 
Sphere Literary Magazine, The Sound, The Athens 
News and ACRN. Students from every journalism 
sequence are represented, as well as students from 
dozens of majors. Speakeasy hopes in the near future to incorporate even more multimedia into 
its articles and website. Students from the Telecommunications and Visual Communications schools 
will be recruited more heavily and Speakeasy will grow as a strong, bold and unique publication in 
Athens, Ohio.
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  Founded: October 2004
  Members: 150+
  Slogan: “Dialogue Never Runs Dry”


